HAIRLINE DESIGN BY DR NIGAMS GOODHEALTH
HAIRTRANSPLANT CLINIC.
♦ Pics Are For Representation Purpose Only.
The hairline above the forehead is perhaps the most characteristic element
in the human face, comparable to characteristic eyes or the
It is therefore no wonder that a prominent position of the nose.
inﬂuence someone's appearance receding hairline can negatively
quite dramatically. This is as spectacular
is the re-making, the creation of a new natural hairline.
It is a delicate matter, for only a perfect result is acceptable.
The hairline must look completely natural; any deviation is unacceptable.
There is no such thing as 'almost natural' or 'a little bit unnatural';
in these cases they actually equal unnatural and thus unsatisfactory.
Indeed, small details lead directly to a hairline that looks unnatural.
For example, the use of only a few double hair transplants
(the combination of two roots) can clearly create a doll's hair-like effect.
Even when only visible in a few spots, the wrong distances between
hair that has been implanted, can have a disastrous effect.
There are two ways in which an unnatural looking hairline may
constitute a personal disaster:
- On the one hand the prominent place the hairline
plays in an individual's face as already discussed above,
makes an unnatural looking hairline very noticeable
and therefore in some cases the
resulting mental stress is worse than the initial
suffering due to baldness nearly impossible to hide.
In view of the fact that it is an ongoing situation,
- On the other hand, correction of an unnatural
hairline is difﬁcult and time consuming,
and in many cases requires more than one
treatment session
The natural results of a transplanted hairline
therefore takes the highest priority.
It requires a great deal of aptitude, many
years of experience and last but not least,
artistic talents and a well developed sense
of aesthetics on the part of the doctor in question.
The most important rule in recreating a
hairline is emulating nature.
Countless aspects are derived from this that absolutely must
be taken into account in the course of
treatment by the attending physician.
Some examples are given below:
Creation of a so-called "no-hairline hairline”
A natural hairline is not really a straight-edged line
but rather a transitional zone with
increasing density towards the back;
going from a couple of ﬁne single
hairs all the way in the front to very dense hair
growth only a few
millimeters behind this initial ﬁne hairline.
That is why the hairline is really a fuzzy border
area instead of a sharp line.
A natural hairline forms a soft and gradual contrast
from the naturally hair-free skin of the
forehead to the hairy area on top.
Motto of irregularity
Another basic aspect in designing a natural hairline,
is its often mentioned and emphasized
irregularity in all of its facets.
The hairline meanders in an irregular pattern
from place to place and moves in and out in a
bold irregular pattern.
Side by side, areas with various densities form irregular patterns,
completely asymmetrical with irregular,
changing distances between them. The single hairs at the very
front are positioned in quite irregular combinations,
entirely asymmetrical and with variable spacing.
Adequate direction that the transplanted hair grows in
Naturally, the direction in which the transplanted hair grows
should follow that of the growth of the original hair.
That is to say that the direction of transplanted hair thus
needs to be adapted to that of the existing hair.
The angle used with the tool (needle or blade) making t
he recipient sites is therefore of crucial importance, and
must be taken into account.
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Hairline Design -Few Inputs From Dr Nigam’s Ltd Hair Transplant Clinic
hair restoration is about both the science and art, it is one of the surgical procedure where science and art have equal role.
how one distributes the hair follicles, can determine the ﬁnal density the patient achieves, in minimum number of grafts.
The Concept of the Lowest Acceptable Point for Hairline Design When designing a hairline that are many ways to create one. In almost all cases,
my hair-transplant colleagues and I start with the most
fundamentally important point that deﬁnes and sets the remainder of the hairline,
which is the central anterior point. This midline point

Shoreline Understanding of a Hairline in Hair Restoration I really like using the idea of a shoreline to educate my students and my
patients on the proper design of a hairline. A shoreline from a
great distance looks relatively straight but the closer you get to the shoreline,
the more jagged and imperfect the contour becomes. This is

The Lateral, Anterior Point in Hair TransplantationWhen we discussed the bell shaped design of the hairline, we talked about
a point known as the “lateral, anterior point”. This point is
relatively aligned with the mid-pupil and it represents where the shape of
the hairline goes from convex toward the midline and concave

Two Fronto-Temporal Hairline Designs in Hair Transplant and WhyAlthough we have discussed the bell and the round patterns for hairline
design in other blog articles, we did not discuss what the impact
is on the temple hair when creating these types of hairline shapes.
When the temple hair is not simultaneously created and only the front

The Fundamental Shape for the Hairline From a Proﬁle View When I design a hairline I not only stand in front of the patient, but I
go to every angle of the patient to make sure my design work looks
good, symmetric, and natural. The side view of the hairline is so very
critical as part of a total evaluation. When designing the hairline from

Building Temple Hair When Building the Anterior Hairline Can be
Important for Balance and Naturalness in Hair Restoration
In the past decade, attending almost every meeting of the International
Society of Hair Restoration Surgery (ISHRS), I have witnessed topics
Basic Hairline Shapes Created for Hair Transplant
Although there are many types of hairlines that can be designed, for
the sake of simplicity I try to discuss two basic shapes when I
lecture to students at my hair-transplant course in St. Louis every year.
They are the bell-shape and the round-shape. The bell shape is a
Is Hair Restoration Artistic?
Is hair restoration an artistic endeavor? Or in fact is it simply a
rudimentary technical procedure in which hair is placed into the head
and only the sheer number of grafts count? I will explain in a pointby-point manner why hair restoration is truly artistic in my opinion,

Recognizing Fake Hairlines in Hair Transplants
I was at a conference two weeks ago in San Diego sitting next to a
colleague of mine who deplored how fake hair transplants can be. I
said that my results can look utterly natural even at close range and
I showed him some of my photographic results. He was impressed.

Ethnic Hairline Designs for Hair Transplantation
When creating a hairline for a particular individual, it is important to
consider many factors, one important element is ethnic sensitivity.
Hairlines differ based on gender, facial shape, and age as well, and
these are starting points for any physician in his/her design work.

